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ABSTRACT
Information security is becoming more important and attracting much attention nowadays, as the amount of data
being exchanged over the internet increased. There are various techniques to secure data communication, but the
well-known and widely used techniques are cryptography and steganography. Cryptography changes data into
another form that is unreadable by anyone except the intended receiver. Steganography hides the existence of
secret data in a cover medium, so that no one can detect the hidden data except the authorized receiver. In this
paper, we proposed a new technique for securing data communication systems by combining cryptography and
steganography techniques. The cryptography algorithm that was used in this paper is Modified Jamal Encryption
Algorithm (MJEA); it is a symmetric (64-bit) block encryption algorithm with (120-bit) key. For steganography,
we designed an enhanced form of Least Significant Bit (LSB) algorithm with (128-bit) steg-key. The performance
of the proposed technique has been evaluated by considering several experimental tests, such as impressibility
test, embedding capacity test and security test. For this purpose, the proposed technique was applied on several
24-bit colored PNG cover images. All experimental results proved the strength of the proposed algorithm in
securing the transition of data over unsecure channels to protect it against any attack. Furthermore, the
simulation results show the superiority of our proposed algorithm when compared with other algorithms in terms
of PSNR and embedding capacity.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, the amount of information being exchanged over the network is increasing tremendously
and these data are sent mostly over an open channel, which threatens its security [1]. The three main
elements that are considered to be the information security requirements are: Confidentiality, Integrity
and Availability (CIA). They are widely used as a benchmark for evaluating information systems’
security. Information security has gained important attention in recent years to protect the transmitted
data from unauthorized accessing or interception. There are a lot of security techniques that are used to
ensure the information security requirements; these techniques are cryptography, steganography,
watermarking, digital signature and fingerprints. The most well-known and widely used techniques are
cryptography and steganography [2]. Cryptography depends on the transfer of secret data from one
format to another using certain ways by the sender until it reaches the recipient who works to get it back
in its original form, whereas steganography conceals the existence of the secret data in another
transmission medium. Cryptography can maintain confidentiality, while steganography can maintain
integrity of the transmitted data. Cryptography contains two methods; an encryption method used to
convert the original message into an unreadable form with the help of the encryption key and a
decryption method used to get back the original message with the help of the decryption key.
Cryptographic algorithms can be generally classified into two major groups: symmetric algorithms
which use the same key for encryption and decryption and asymmetric algorithms which use different
keys [3]. There are a lot of cryptographic algorithms in the literature. [4]-[12] show a review and
comparative analysis of various encryption algorithms used for securing information, such as DES,
RSA, RC4, RC5, Blowfish, Safer, CAST and Elliptic Curve cryptography.
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Steganography is the process of hiding secret or sensitive information inside another carrier in such a
way that no one except the authorized user can even detect that there is a secret message inside it
[13]. Steganography can use many medium formats as a cover object to hide data in them such as; text,
image, video, audio and protocol. The most used cover media are images [14]-[18]. The steganography
system that uses digital images as cover files is called image-based steganographic system. Color image
and gray image both can be used as cover media, but mostly the color one is used, because it gives more
capacity and space for hiding data and its degree of redundancy is high, which makes it very suitable to
use in steganography as a cover object [19]. Image steganography techniques can be broadly classified
into two categories; namely, spatial domain and frequency or transform domain. In spatial-domain
techniques, the pixel values of the cover image are directly manipulated or replaced by the secret
message bit. Frequency domain-based methods embed the secret data in the transform coefficients of
the cover image. The cover image is first transformed into the frequency domain and then messages are
embedded in the transform coefficient [20]. The most common and simplest technique in spatial domain
steganography techniques is Least Significant Bit (LSB) technique [21]-[23]. It requires less time and
algorithmic complexity compared to other techniques. It takes the least significant bits of each byte on
each pixel of the cover image and replaces them with the secret data bits. Number of bytes for each pixel
depends on the format used to store the digital image; if 8-bit format is used, then there is just one byte,
while if 24-bit format is used, then there are 3 bytes for each pixel. Number of bits taken from each byte
to the replacement operation depends on the LSB technique used; some techniques take a fixed
number of bits from each byte, whereas other techniques take a variable number of bits [24].
There are a lot of steganography algorithms in the literature; [25]-[26] show a survey and analysis of
various steganographic techniques used for information hiding. In the following paragraphs, we will
give a brief description about some steganographic algorithms that will be used in the evaluation process
to compare them with our proposed algorithm. S. Masud, M. Saifur and M. Ismail proposed a
steganography algorithm, where a secret key is used in the selection procedure of the LSB. Also, they
used a 24-bit RGB color image as a cover medium. First, the cover image is divided into three matrices
(red, green and blue). Also, the secret data is converted into binary representation. The red matrix and
the secret key decide where to hide the secret data bits into either green matrix or blue matrix. Each bit
of the secret key is XORed with each LSB of red matrix. The resulting XOR value decides that 1 bit of
the secret data will be placed with either LSB of the green matrix or the blue matrix. The same process
will be continued until the secret data bits are finished. The length of hidden information is stored in the
first row of stego-image during the hiding process. In the extraction process, the same secret key must
be used. Each bit of the secret key is XORed with each LSB of red matrix of the stego-image. The
resulting XOR value decides that 1 bit of hidden information is stored in either LSB of green matrix or
blue matrix. The recovery process will be continued depending on the length of hidden information bit
stream [27]. Adnan Gutub proposed an RGB image steganography technique based on the pixel
indicator. The secret data bits are hidden into two of the RGB pixel channels based on the indication
within the third channel. The indicators have been selected in sequence; if the first indicator selection is
the red channel in the pixel, the green is channel 1 and the blue is channel 2 (i.e., the sequence is RGB).
In the second pixel, if the green channel is selected as the indicator, then red is channel 1 and blue is
channel 2 (i.e., the sequence is GRB). In the third pixel, if blue is the indicator, then red is channel 1 and
green is channel 2 (i.e., the sequence is BRG) [28]. S. Amritpal and S. Harpal proposed an improved
LSB technique for color images by embedding the information into three planes of an RGB image. It
replaces bits of the cover image in the order of 2:2:4 of the LSB in three planes (i.e., Red, Green and
Blue planes) with the bits of secret data. The ratio 2:2:4 is selected depending on the sensitivity of red
and green components of the light being similar and more sensitive as compared to the blue component.
Thereby, security is increased and the rate of distortion is lowered in the cover image after hiding the
secret message [29].
Cryptography and steganography can be combined together to make a strong security system for
securing information from unauthorized access or unwanted intervention, in order to maintain its
confidentiality and integrity. There have been lots of works in the literature that combine steganography
with cryptography for more security. In the following paragraphs, we will give a brief description of
some of them. M. Juneja and P. S. Sandhu designed a robust image steganography technique that is
based on LSB insertion and encryption. They first encrypt the user data by using RSA algorithm, then
they hide the encrypted data in an image using LSB insertion. The application performs an analysis on
the user’s library of images. This analysis allows users to hide their data in the image that is less likely
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to be vulnerable to steganoanalysis [30]. K. Joshi and R. Yadav proposed a new image steganography
method in spatial domain combined with cryptography. They use a gray image as a cover image. Firstly,
they encrypt the secret message by using Vernam Cipher algorithm, then they hide the encrypted
message in a gray image using LSB with Shifting (LSB-S) algorithm. In LSB-S, they use four LSB of
the pixel and perform circular left shift operation and XOR operation [31]. Y. Rener, Z. Zhiwei, T. Shun
and D. Shilei tried to improve the imperceptibility of the steganography algorithm by combining it with
DES encryption algorithm. The secret information is encrypted using DES algorithm, then it is
embedded in a gray cover image using LSB steganography algorithm [32]. S. Ush, G. A. Sathish and
K. Boopathy proposed a secure triple level encryption method based on combining steganography and
cryptography. The data to be sent is first encrypted using the Playfair Cipher method, then the encrypted
data will be encrypted again using AES algorithm after that the produced cipher text will be embedded
in a color cover image using LSB algorithm and a hiding key to determine where to hide the data [33].
G. S. Charanl, S. S. Kumar, B. Karthikeyan, V. Vaithiyanathan and K. D. Lakshmi proposed a novel
LSB image steganography with multi-level encryption. The secret data is first encrypted
using Ceaser Cipher technique, then it is encrypted again based on Chaos theory. Thereafter, the
encrypted data will be embedded in a color image using 3, 3, 2 LSB replacement algorithm. In
this algorithm, each 8 bits of the encrypted data are embedded in one pixel of the cover image, hence
the first 3 bits are replaced with 3 LSB bits of red byte, the next 3 bits are replaced with 3 LSB bits of
green byte and the last 2 bits are replaced with 2 LSB bits of blue byte [34]. S. A. Laskarand and
K. Hemachandran proposed an embedding approach which is a combination of steganography and
cryptography. The secret message is first encrypted using transposition cipher method, then the
encrypted message is embedded in a cover image using the LSB insertion method. Each 3 bits of the
encrypted data will be hidden in one pixel of the cover image; the first bit is replaced with the LSB bit
of red byte, the next bit is replaced with the LSB bit of green byte and the last bit is replaced with the
LSB bit of blue byte [35]. K. Muhammad, M. Sajjad, I. Mehmood, S. Rho and S. Wook Baik proposed a
novel magic LSB substitution method (M-LSB-SM) for RGB image. They convert the image into a hue
–saturation-intensity (HSI) color space, then the achromatic component (I-plane) of HIS is divided into
four sub-images of equal size. After that, a secret key is used to rotate the four sub-images with different
angles. The secret information is divided into four blocks, then each block is encrypted by using multilevel encryption algorithm (MLEA) and embedded into one of the rotated sub-images based on a
specific pattern using magic LSB substitution [36].
As mentioned before, using steganography or cryptography alone has some limitation to secure the data
communication system. So, combining them together can give a strong security system. Steganography
will protect the transmitted data against the suspicion of the attacker by hiding it in a cover image and
cryptography will protect the confidentiality of the transmitted data even though the attacker is able to
break down the steganography system. The main contribution of this research is developing a new
security system that combines steganography with cryptography in order to provide a secure transition
of data over open channels.
In this paper, a new technique for securing data communication systems is proposed by combining
cryptography and steganography. For steganography, an enhanced form of LSB algorithm was
developed to hide the encrypted data in the cover image. The algorithm is based on a secret key used by
the sender and the receiver to determine where to hide the encrypted message. So, it is hard for anyone
to extract the embedded data without knowing the secret data. The cryptography technique adopted in
this research was Modified Jamal Encryption Algorithm (MJEA), which is proposed by Jamal Bani
Salameh [37]. MJEA is a novel symmetric block encryption algorithm; it has a block size of 64 bits and
120-bit key. The design of the algorithm is easy to implement and achieves great performance results
according to the avalanche effect when compared with other algorithms. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes the proposed technique in detail. Section 3 shows the
experimental results and discusses the efficiency of the proposed mechanism. Finally, section 4 provides
some concluding remarks and future work.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this research, we proposed a hybrid security system that combines cryptography and steganography
techniques in order to provide secure transition of data over unsecure channels. In this section, the
proposed technique will be introduced in more detail.
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Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed system at the transmitter side. As we see in the
figure, the hexadecimal representation of the secret message (Sec-msg) is first encrypted by using MJEA
under the control of 120-bit key (Enc-Key), where the output is the encrypted message (Enc-msg). As a
double security, the Enc-msg is embedded in a cover image (Cov-Img) to get the stego-image (StegImg) by using an enhanced form of LSB embedding algorithm and (128-bit) steganography key (StegKey). For more security, the Steg-Key is encrypted using MJEA. The encrypted key and the length of
the Enc-msg are embedded in the Cov-Img. The output of the embedding process is the Steg-Img that
will be sent over the channel to the other side.

Figure 1. A block diagram of the proposed system at the sender side.
Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the proposed system at the receiver side. The main target for the
receiver is to extract the Sec-msg out of the Steg-Img. To do that, the operation is done in a reverse
action compared to the transmitter side. The first step in this process is extracting the Enc-Key and the
Enc-msg length from the Steg-Img, then using MJEA to decrypt them in order to get the Steg-Key. The
LSB extraction algorithm and the Steg-Key are used to extract the Enc-msg from the Steg-Img, then the
Enc-msg is decrypted by using MJEA to get back the original Sec-msg that was sent by the sender.

Figure 2. A block diagram of the proposed system at the receiver side.
The proposed system contains four main algorithms: the encryption algorithm, the decryption algorithm,
the embedding algorithm and the extraction algorithm. In the following sub-sections, we will give a
detailed description of each one of them.
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2.1 The Encryption Algorithm
At the sender side, we applied MJEA to encrypt the secret message and the Steg-Key. Figure 3 shows a
block diagram of this algorithm. As we see in the figure, MJEA divides the message into (64-bit) blocks,
then it encrypts each block separately. All operations in MJEA are XORed on 8-bit words. The 64-bit
block of the plain text (Pt) goes in one end of the algorithm, then the algorithm runs to produce the 64bit cipher text (Ct) at the end. Each (Pt) block is converted into a (Ct) block in 8 rounds under the control
of (120-bit) encryption key.

2.2 The Decryption Algorithm
At the receiver side, we applied MJEA algorithm to decrypt the encrypted Steg-Key to get the Steg-Key
to be used in the extraction process and to decrypt the encrypted Sec-msg to get the original one that
was sent by the transmitter. The decryption algorithm is different from the encryption algorithm in that
the S-boxes must be used in the reverse order, as well as the inverse linear transformation and reverse
order of the sub-keys. Decryption for MJEA is relatively straightforward beginning with the ciphered
text as input which is divided into (64-bit) blocks, then each block is decrypted separately. The (64-bit)
block of the Ct goes in one end of the algorithm, and then the algorithm runs to produce the (64-bit) of
Pt at the end. Each Ct block is converted into a Pt block in 8-roundes under the control of the same (120bit) encryption key that was used in the sender side.

2.3 The Embedding Algorithm
This algorithm is used at the sender side to embed the Enc-msg in the least 3-3-2 bits of the Red-GreenBlue components of the Cov-Img under the control of 128-bit Steg-Key. Furthermore, the proposed
technique uses the embedding algorithm to hide the encrypted Steg-Key and the message length in the
last 17 rows of the Cov-Img array. The full description of the embedding algorithm step by step is shown
as a flowchart in Figure 4, which includes the hiding process. As we see in this figure, the inputs for this
algorithm are: Enc-msg, Cov-Img, Steg-Key and the Encrypted Steg-Key. The only output out of this
algorithm is the Steg-Img that will be sent over the channel to the receiver.

2.4 The Extraction Algorithm
The extraction algorithm takes place at the receiver side. The first step in this algorithm is to extract the
(128-bit) Encrypted Steg-Key from the Steg-Img, which will be decrypted by the decryption algorithm
to produce the same Steg-Key that was used in the embedding process. This Steg-Key is used in the
extraction algorithm to extract the Enc-msg from the Steg-Img. The full description of the extraction
algorithm step by step is shown as a flowchart in Figure 5. As we see in this figure, the input for this
algorithm is the Steg-Img and the output is the Enc-msg that will be transferred to the decryption
algorithm to produce the original Sec-msg that was sent by the transmitter.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The performance of the proposed technique has been evaluated by considering several experimental
tests. There are three main metrics that can be used to measure the effectiveness of a given
steganography technique: impressibility, embedding capacity and robustness [26].
1. Impressibility: it means that the hidden data cannot be perceived by the human visual system or
other statistical means. It is a property in which a person cannot distinguish or detect that the StegImg has hidden data.
2. Embedding capacity: it refers to the maximum quantity of secret data that can be hidden inside the
cover image without degrading its quality under certain constraints.
3. Robustness: it is the ability of the algorithm to retain the hidden data after many image-related
operations, such as cropping, rotating, filtering, compression, etc…
In this research, we used MatLab for simulation, because it supports image processing by using a group
of orders under the Image Processing Tool Box.
The evaluation process for the proposed technique will include the following tests:
 Performance analysis of MJEA.
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Visual testing to show how the proposed algorithm works.
Statistical test, which includes the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) to measure the quality of
the image and the MSE (Mean Square Error) to measure the distortion in the image.
The security test, in which the histogram for all cover images and corresponding Steg-Imgs were
calculated then analyzed by comparing them together to see whether the proposed technique is
secure against histogram analysis attack.

Figure 3. A block diagram of MJEA.
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Figure 4. The embedding algorithm.


Image quality comparison test, in which the proposed algorithm has been compared with other
similar LSB algorithms based on PSNR and embedding capacity.

For evaluation purposes, the proposed algorithm was applied on several 24-bit colored PNG (Portable
Network Graphic) cover images. This format has been used, because it is a lossless compression
technique, which means that the original image will never lose any information when it is compressed
during the transmission process over the network. In the following sub-sections, we are going to talk
about the simulation results and analysis for all tests conducted.

3.1 Performance Analysis of MJEA
The performance of MJEA was evaluated through a number of experiments in [37]-[38]. MJEA has
been analyzed considerably as plain text encryption algorithm through a series of simulation tests. The
algorithm thoroughly scrambles the plaintext with the key when run for at least four rounds. MJEA
achieved a good Avalanche Effect when tested separately; on average, more than 50% of bits were
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changed when we change a bit in the plaintext, key or the ciphertext. A comparison has been conducted
between MJEA and different encryption algorithms. Simulation results clearly showed the superiority
of MJEA over the other encryption algorithms in terms of Avalanche Effect [37]. Also, MJEA has been
analyzed considerably as image encryption algorithm [38]. Experimental results show the possibility of
applying MJEA to encrypt digital images. The algorithm was able to achieve high embedding capacity
and high quality of encoded image. It was able to replace and transform all pixels in the original-image.
On the other side, there was no loss of the image quality after performing the decryption process.

Figure 5. The extraction algorithm.

3.2 Visual Testing for the Proposed Method
In this sub-section, we carried out a series of experiments to show the effectiveness and the correctness
of the proposed technique. To do that, we need to prove that the sender is able to hide the secret message
in the cover image without being perceived by the human visual system and the receiver is able to extract
the secret message from the Steg-Img without any loss. Here, we use three PNG images with different
sizes: the first one is Pepper image with (256*256) pixels, the second one is Lena image with (512*512)
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pixels and the third one is Animal image with (1024 *1024) pixels. For all experiments, we used the
following keys:
The Steg-Key: 88aaa66bbb00ccc77ddd88eee99fff11
The Enc-Key: 111222333444555a666777888999bc
To show the effect of the embedding process on the Cov-Imgs, 2012-byte data representing the Encmsg is embedded in the three tested Cov-Imgs. The first experiment is done on Pepper image. Figure 6
shows the results at the sender side. Figure 6a shows a sample of the Sec-msg to be encrypted and
embedded in a Cov-Img, then transmitted to the receiver. Figure 6b shows a sample of the encrypted
Sec-msg. As we see in this figure almost every single bit in the Sec-msg is changed. Figure 6c shows
the Cov-Img. Figure 6d shows the Pepper Steg-Img which hides the Enc-msg plus the encrypted StegKey. This image will be sent to the receiver side.

Figure 6. Testing Pepper image at the sender side.
Figure 7 shows the result at the receiver side. Figure 7a shows the Pepper Steg-Img which holds the
Enc-msg plus the encrypted Steg-Key that was received from the sender side. Figure 7b shows a sample
of the Enc-msg after it was extracted from the Steg-Img by using modified LSB and the help of the StegKey. Figure 7c shows a sample of the recovered Sec-msg after it was decrypted by using MJEA and
with the help of decryption key. As we see in this figure, the recovered message is exactly the same as
the original secret message without any loss.
The second experiment is carried out on Lena image. Figure 8 shows the result at the sender side and
Figure 9 shows the result at the receiver side. In this experiment, we repeated the same scenario as we
did on Pepper image and found that the receiver was able to recover the Sec-msg that was exactly the
same as the original one.
The third experiment is carried out on Animal image. We repeat the same scenario done in the previous
two experiments. Figure 10 shows the result at the sender side and Figure 11 shows result at the receiver
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side. As we see in those figures, the receiver was able to recover the Sec-msg that was exactly the same
as the original one.

Figure 7. Testing Pepper image at the receiver side.

Figure 8. Testing Lena image at the sender side.
Based on the results shown in the figures above, we can note the following:
 At the sender side, the Steg-Imgs and the Cov-Imgs look intact, which means that the hidden
data cannot be perceived by the human visual system, which is a good feature of the proposed
technique.
 At the receiver side, we were able to extract the Sec-msg from the Steg-Imgs exactly without
any loss.
We can conclude from those experiments that the proposed technique works correctly.
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Figure 9. Testing Lena image at the receiver side.

Figure 10. Testing Animal image at the sender side.

3.3 Statistical Test
The statistical measurements that will be used in this test are PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) and
MSE (Mean Square Error) measurments. PSNR is a measure of the quality of the image and is measured
by comparing the Cov-Img with the Steg-Img. It is calculated by using Equation 1. Higher PSNR value
indicates better quality of image (i.e., lower distortion, which decreases the possibility of visual attack
by human eyes) [3].
MAXi2
)
MSE

PSNR = 10 log10(

(dB)

(1)

where MAXi is the maximum value of the samples which is equal to 255 for a monochrome image
having 8 bits per pixel and MSE is the mean square error.
MSE defines as the square of error between the Cov-Img and the Steg-Img and is given in Equation 2.
Higher value of MSE means more image distortion.
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Figure 11. Testing Animal image at the receiver side.
1

N−1

2
MSE = M∗N ∑M−1
i=0 ∑j=0 (C(i, j) − S(i, j))

(2)

where M*N is the image size, C(i,j) is the intensity of the pixel at the Cov-Img and S(i,j) is the intensity
of the pixel at the Steg-Img.
To conduct this test, we embedded 2012-byte data representing the Enc-msg in each one of the CovImgs, then we calculated the PSNR and MSE values for all Steg-Imgs produced by the proposed
technique with the help of 128-bit Steg-Key. Table 1 shows the results of this test.
Figure 12 shows the results of PSNR and MSE for the three tested images from visualization perspective.
The first row shows the Cov-Img's, whereas the second row shows the Steg-Img's after embedding 2012byte of encrypted data.
Table 1. The PSNR and MSE results.
Images

PSNR

MSE

Pepper (256*256)

57.985

0.14986

Lena(512*512)

64.009

0.03317

Animal(1024*1024)

70.109

0.00820

As seen from the results above, the PSNR values are high and above 50%, which means that the
proposed algorithm is strong according to the impressibility test. This result makes it difficult for anyone
to notice the existence of hidden data in the Steg-Img. Also, notice that the PSNR value increases as the
size of image increases. So, it is recommended to use a bigger size Cov-Img if there is a need to embed
a bigger size of Sec-msg. There must be a trade-off between the Cov-Img size and the PSNR value.

3.4 The Embedding Capacity Test
The embedding capacity test calculates the maximum size of the Enc-msg that can be hidden in the CovImg and investigates the effect of increasing the size of the Enc-msg on the visual quality of the StegImg by calculating its PSNR values. Table 2 shows the maximum embedding capacity for the three
cover images (Pepper, Lena and Animal) and Table 3 shows the PSNR and the MSE values for different
embedded text sizes that were embedded in the Cov-Imgs.
Figures 13 and 14 show the effect of increasing the embedded text size on the PSNR and MSE values
for the Cov-Imgs. Figure 15 shows the effect of increasing the embedded text size on the Steg-Img from
a visualization perspective.
As seen from Tables (2-3) and Figures (13-15), the PSNR value decreases as the embedded text size
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increases, but the decrease is slow compared to the increase in the text size. When we hide the maximum
embedding capacity (32kB text size) in Pepper, we still get a good PSNR result (45dB), still with a good
quality image. For Lena and Animal images, the result is still good and accepted and there is an
availability to increase the embedded text size up to the maximum size while the quality of the StegImg remains good. The MSE results show that Pepper image has the highest value, because we hide the
maximum embedding capacity in it. More data embedded in a cover image means more image distortion,
which in turn means more MSE values.

Figure 12. Results of PSNR and MSE from visualization perspective.
Table 2. Maximum embedding capacity.
Image

Max Embedding Capacity
(Byte)

Pepper (256*256)

32768

Lena (512*512)

131072

Animal (1024*1024)

524288

The performance of our algorithm shows a good behavior under the PSNR and MSE tests. The results
show that the proposed algorithm has the ability to hide a text size up to the maximum size in the cover
images while the quality of the Steg-Img remains accepted without any distortion.

3.5 Security Test
The quality of images could be visually noticed by applying the histogram analysis. In this test, we
embedded (2024-byte data) in each one of the Cov-Imgs, then we applied the histogram statistical
analysis to get the histograms for all Cov-Imgs and their corresponding Steg-Imgs, whereafter we
compared them together.
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Table 3. PSNR & MSE values for different text sizes.
Text
Size(kB)

Pepper

Lena

Animal

PSNR(dB) MSE

PSNR(dB) MSE

PSNR(dB) MSE

1

60.883

0.07543

66.960

0.01667

73.063

0.00405

2

57.985

0.14986

64.009

0.03317

70.109

0.00820

4

54.996

0.29764

61.078

0.06402

67.118

0.01569

8

51.930

0.60484

58.040

0.12784

64.105

0.03171

16

48.989

1.14495

55.048

0.25534

61.061

0.06473

32

45.966

2.21182

52.042

0.50968

58.097

0.12766

Figure 13. The effect of increasing the embedded text size on the PSNR values.
Figures (16-18) show the histogram analysis for the (Pepper, Lena and Animal) images, where the upper
part of each figure represents the histogram analysis for each red, green and blue channel for the CovImg and the bottom part represents the histogram analysis for each red, green and blue channel for the
Steg-Img. As we can see in all figures, the histograms of the Cov-Imgs look intact with the histograms
of the Steg-Imgs. There are no detected visual changes between the original image histograms and the
Steg-Img histograms. So, we can say that the proposed technique shows a high degree of security with
moderate capacity. This result indicates that it is hard for the stegoanalyst to notice that there is an
embedded text in the Steg-Img by analyzing the histograms of the Cov-Img and comparing them with
the Steg-Img histograms. This result means that the proposed technique is secured against histogram
analysis attack. To add more security level, a secret Steg-Key is used to determine where to hide the
secret text in the Cov-Img, so that if the attacker knows that there is an embedded text in the image it
will be hard for him to extract this embedded text unless he knows the Steg-Key.
A further security analysis for the proposed method was carried out by using Kirchhoff’s principle [39]-
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[40]. This test measures the strength of the algorithm against brute force attack.

Figure 14. The effect of increasing the embedded text size on the MSE values.

Figure 15. The effect of increasing the embedded text size on Steg-Img from visualization
perspective.
In this case, the ability of the attacker to break down the system will depend on the length of the used
keys. In the proposed system, two keys were used; the Enc-Key (120 bits) and the Steg-Key (128 bits).
To calculate the time needed by the attacker to break down the system, we do the following calculation:


For the cryptography algorithm:
As we know, MJEA is a symmetric cryptography algorithm with (120-bit) key; the attacker needs
to produce a 120-bit master key in order to break down this system. This means that the possible
number of keys is 2120.
Master key length = 120 bits.
Possible number of keys = 2120 .
Assume that the attacker’s machine can generate 1 million keys per second.
The time needed to break down the system (years) = 2120/ (106*365*86400) = 4.215* 1022 (years).
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Figure 16. The histogram of the red, green and blue channels of Pepper image.

Figure 17. The Histogram of the red, green and blue channels of Lena image.


For the steganography algorithm:
Our steganography algorithm uses a (128-bit) long steg-key. The attacker needs to produce 128-bit
master key in order to break down this system. This means that the possible number of keys is 2128.
Master key length = 128 bits.
Possible number of keys = 2128 .
Assume that the attacker’s machine can generate 1 million keys per second.
The time needed to break down the system (years) = 2128/ (106*365*86400) = 1.079* 1025 (years).

This result shows that it takes a very long time from the attacker to break down the system, which
indicates that the keys used in the proposed system is strong enough to keep the system secure against
brute-force attack.

3.6 Comparison of the Proposed Technique with Other LSB Algorithms
An image quality comparison between the proposed technique and other LSB algorithms similar to our
work has been conducted. The nearest works to our proposed algorithm that use LSB steganography
technique are: Masud, Saifur and Ismail algorithm, Adnan Gutub algorithm and Amritpal and Harpal
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algorithm. Our algorithm will be compared with those algorithms in terms of PSNR and maximum
embedded capacity. In order to do this, comparison of the codes for all algorithms is implemented in
MatLab. We took the same experimental metrics for all algorithms under the same simulation
environment and used the same cover images (Pepper, Lena and Animal) for all algorithms.

Figure 18. Histogram of the red, green, and blue channels of Animal image.
The first test will be carried out by comparing all algorithms in terms of PSNR. To do this, we embedded
(2024-byte) data representing the Enc-msg in each one of the Cov-Imgs. Table 4 shows the PSNR results
in dB for all algorithms. The result in the table show that the proposed algorithm has a higher PSNR
value with respect to the other algorithms, which means that the quality of the Steg-Img obtained from
our algorithm is better than those obtained from the other algorithms. This promising result shows the
superiority of our proposed algorithm when compared with other algorithms in terms of PSNR.
The second test will be carried out by comparing all algorithms in terms of payload. To do this we need
to calculate the maximum embedded capacity that represents the Enc-msg in each one of the cover
images. More embedded capacity in the cover image while still having good visual quality for the StegImg means better performance for the algorithm.
Table 5 shows the payload results for all algorithms. It can be noticed from the results shown in the table
that the payload of the proposed method is greater than those of the other algorithms except for Amritpal
and Harpal algorithm. This result means that this algorithm actually has a greater embedded capacity,
but doesn’t mean that it is better than our algorithm; it is rather a very simple algorithm with less security
because it doesn’t have any type of cryptography, the attacker can easily extract the Sec-msg from the
Steg-Img.
Table 4. Comparison of the proposed technique with other LSB algorithms using PSNR coefficient in
(dB).
Image

Masud,Saifur
and Ismail
algorithm

Adnan Gutub
algorithm

Amritpal and
Harpal
algorithm

The proposed
algorithm

Pepper

59.244

56.361

57.9825

60.055

Lena

64.960

62.431

64.0239

66.252

Animal

70.964

68.103

69.9610

72.311
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Table 5. Comparison of the proposed technique with other LSB algorithms using payloads in (byte).
Adnan Gutub
algorithm

Amritpal and
Harpal
algorithm

The proposed
algorithm

Image

Masud,Saifur
and Ismail
algorithm

Pepper

16384

16495

65536

32768

Lena

65536

65903

262144

131072

Animal

262144

262081

1048576

524288

The promising results obtained in this test show the superiority of our proposed technique with respect
to the other algorithms.
As a final note on the performance evaluation process, the proposed algorithm has more security than
other algorithms because of using the Steg-Key and cryptography. It is hard to extract the Enc-msg out
of the Steg-Img without knowing the Steg-Key and if this happened, the message will be unreadable for
the attacker, because it is encrypted. The only way to recover the Sec-msg in this case is to break down
the security system by getting the encryption algorithm and the Enc-Key.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this research, we proposed a novel technique to secure data communication systems by using
cryptography and steganography. We used MJEA encryption algorithm to encrypt the secret message
before hiding it in the cover image. For steganography, we used an enhanced form of LSB technique to
hide the secret message in the cover image.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed technique, we carried out several experimental tests. From
the simulation results, we can conclude the following points:








Based on the visual testing result, the Steg-Imgs and the Cov-Imgs at the sender side look intact,
which means that the hidden data cannot be perceived by the human visual system and the
receiver was able to extract the Sec-msgs from the Steg-Imgs exactly without any loss, which
means that our proposed technique works correctly.
The histograms of different cover images and their corresponding Steg-Imgs were found to be
intact; there was no difference between them. This means that our algorithm is secured against
any attack that uses histogram analysis.
The proposed technique was able to achieve high embedding capacity and high-quality StegImgs.
The results of the image quality comparison between the proposed technique and other similar
LSB algorithms show the superiority of our technique with respect to the other algorithms in
terms of PSNR and embedding capacity.
The encrypted messages are decrypted successfully without any loss, which means that the
decoder is efficiently able to recover the original messages.
The performance of our algorithm shows a good behavior under the PSNR and MSE tests. The
results show that the proposed algorithm has the ability to hide a text size up to the maximum
size in the cover images while the quality of the Steg-Img remains accepted without any
distortion.

Some further research areas could be investigated to improve the performance of the proposed
algorithm, such as:




Using the proposed algorithm with the transform domain embedding technique trying to
improve the robustness of the algorithm and to allow using loss compression image format, such
as JPEG.
Using a 32-bit color image instead of a 24-bit one, which will help in increasing the maximum
embedding capacity.
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Trying to use audio or video as cover media instead of images.
Hiding another format of secret data, such as images.
Evaluating our proposed method under more performance metrics.
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ملخص البحث:
اااااااا ل حتفااااااااب ا ااااااااه لأفتعاااااااات
هناااااااات ختنفاااااااات
الخ ااااااع ل ل شااااااى ل اااااا فت اااااا خرففاااااات لأفتعاااااات
جتعاااااس لشلااااا ت .أى لشتالااااا ف ا ااااات الخ اااااع ل يف اااااط
لحفااااي ال لش ااااه الااااا ااااي لأفتعاااات لش فاااا اااا
هاااااا ق ل اااااا ليااااااشتأ ا ااااااه لأفتعاااااات يااااااط اع شاااااا
الخ ااااااااع ل اشاااااااات م ل اااااااا فتً اااااااا ا نت خ
لن ه خ ش ف لالخ ع ل
ُشنت ل الشفت عل
ح َّ

ً التشهاااااااات ا اااااااا ت ع اااااااات ل اااااااا فت
لاااااا اااااا ى خاااااات خ اااااا ت خاااااا ال ااااااه
جااااا ف لفتعااااات اااااتل ياااااط اااااف خر فااااا
لشلاااا ت .أى خاااات اااات ج ختنفاااا جالااااا يااااط
الخالااااااتل أاااااات لشع جاااااا لاااااافه ل اااااا فت
فاااااااا جشااااااااتل لش الاااااااا  )MJEAشاااااااات

خ،تلأفاااااا ً ااااااى خ أاااااات
لتااااااا جاااااات ختفاااااافت اف ل تنفاااااا لشت تلاااااا لاااااا جت ااااااا خ أاااااات
لحلت ااااااف ً خ أاااااات اااااا ل يااااااشفهً خ أاااااات ا ااااااتأ ل اااااا ق لرتلاااااا ً خاااااات خ أفااااااب ل تنفاااااا
ااااااا ا أ اااااا لن اااااات ل ،تلأفاااااا جشف اااااات اااااا
عاااااا
لشت تلاااااا اااااا ااااااا قاااااا خر فاااااا
شفاااااات ناااااا لشتل اااااات
ش فاااااا لشت تلاااااا يااااااط ااااااشتأ ع تااااااتل لأفتعاااااات أاااااات لتناااااا
ل
ه اي ه،شت
ش فااااا لشت تلااااا ااااا ااااااف اااااه
ااااا لااااا ً اظ ااااات ع ااااات لشحت ااااات خ ااااا ة ل
اااااال
اااااات لاااااا
فاااااات اخاااااات ل ااااااط تل اااااات لااااااتل أ خاااااات أ ااااااه لفااااااي علااااااأ
ل
اااا ل يااااشفهً ا اااات لاااا ي لم ااااا ع،ت اااا ل تنفاااا لشت تلاااا يااااط هاااا لأحااااي يااااط
لياااا،ف
الخالتل لأ تأ
عتى لأفتعت أت ن
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